The triangular spin lattice of NiBr 2 is a canonical example of a frustrated helimagnet that shows a temperature-driven phase transition from a collinear commensurate antiferromagnetic structure to an incommensurate spin helix on cooling. Employing neutron diffraction, bulk magnetization, and magnetic susceptibility measurements, we have studied the field-induced magnetic states of the NiBr 2 single crystal. Experimental findings enable us to recapitalize the driving forces of the spin spiral ordering in the triangular spin-lattice systems, in general. Neutron diffraction data confirms, at low temperature below T m = 22.8(1) K, the presence of diffraction satellites characteristic of an incommensurate magnetic state, which are symmetrically arranged around main magnetic reflections that evolve just below T N = 44.0(1) K. Interestingly, a field-induced transition from the incommensurate to commensurate spin phase has been demonstrated that enforces spin helix to restore the high temperature compensated antiferromagnetic structure. This spin reorientation can be described as a spin-flop transition in the (a-b) basal plane of a triangular spin lattice system. These findings offer a new pathway to control the spin helix in incommensurate phases that are currently considered having high technical implications in the next-generation data storage devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Noncollinear spins are generic to the systems with spin spirals, spin helicoids, canted spins, and ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) domain walls. Such spin systems have attracted significant interest in recent research activities since they are potential candidates for ultradense magnetic storage devices [1] [2] [3] . Noncollinear spin helix mainly evolve in the presence of inversion symmetry breaking in such systems and yields various unusual physical phenomena like electric excitation of magnon 4, 5 and magnetic skyrmions 6, 7 . Various microscopic driving mechanisms would produce noncollinear spin ordering, and among them, DzyaloshinskiiMoriya interaction (DMI) is the most common in many of these systems 8, 9 .
Noncollinear spin arrangements in helimagnets also result from the presence of competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interactions between spins 10-13 . Considering exchange interactions model in a magnetic field of intensity H, the Hamiltonian H for a triangular lattice can be expressed through the following Eq. (1)
where, Σ <i,j> and Σ <<i,j>> represent the sum over the nearest neighbor (nn) and third nearest neighbor (nnn), respectively 10 . For ferromagnetic state (J 1 > 0) with only nn interaction, the ground state of such system would be commensurate to the underlying lattice. However, on the other hand, for competing interactions such as J 1 > 0 and the AF third-neighbor interaction J 3 < 0, an incommensurate ground state is more favorable 10, 14 . In other words, when nnn interaction become dominant, the ground state is often an incommensurate spiral structure 10, [14] [15] [16] [17] . In such systems, the magnitude of nnn interaction is larger than the nn interaction. Although the ordered magnetic structures are normally robust, exciting phase diagrams as a function of temperature and applied magnetic field are often encountered 10,14-17 .
Transition metal dihalides have long been studied as prototypes of antiferromagnets with a triangular lattice [18] [19] [20] . Most of these investigations were focused on the coupling between magnetism and ferroelectricity in MnI 2 and NiBr 2 19,20 . The latter system has been considered as a model system for spin triangular lattice [21] [22] [23] . When the temperature reduces, the perpendicular to the c-axis. The field-induced phase appears to be the same as the high temperature phase, i.e., NiBr 2 exhibits a spin order transition, where helical spins can regain high temperature antiferromagnetic phase even the system temperature is at well below T m .
The unique response of spin-helix phase under external field (H) indicates that even a slight difference in the magnetic interactions is critically reflected in the respective response in frustrated magnets.
II. METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
High-quality single crystals of NiBr 2 were grown at the University of Amsterdam, using a self-flux growth method starting from a stoichiometric mixture of Ni, and Br, as reported Fig. 1(a) . Magnetic measurements at various temperatures in the range 2 K to 300 K were carried out using the MPMS 7T device and PPMS 14T (Quantum Design) systems, in fields up to 14 T, applied within and out of the plane directions. The measurements and analyses of the dc(ac) susceptibility have been conducted on samples that were fixed to quartz sample holders using a diamagnetic glue.
NiBr 2 crystal originating from the same batch used for both magnetic measurements as well as for neutron diffraction experiments, which were carried out on the diffractometers E2 and E4 and the small-angle neutron scattering instrument V4 at the BER II reactor of the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB) 25 . In the part, magnetic fields up to 5 T were applied along and perpendicular to the trigonal axis of the single-crystalline NiBr 2 using a horizontalfield cryomagnet that restricts significantly the scattering geometry. In particular, this makes impossible to survey a large portion of the reciprocal space due to dark angles imposed by the construction of the magnet coils. E2 and E4 instruments use a pyrolytic graphite (002) monochromator selecting the neutron wavelength λ = 2.4Å. The data were collected with two-dimensional position sensitive 3 He detectors that were of different sizes at respective instruments. The field-and temperature-dependent scans were performed by measuring the peak intensity while ramping the field/temperature. The integrated peak intensity was found by summing the counts in a small area of the detector surrounding the reflection. On E2 and E4, in order to refine the magnetic structure of NiBr 2 , we have collected data mainly in the (hhl ) plane. However, a significant portion below and above the scattering plane has been covered as well. In addition, on E4, we have collected data also in the (hk0 ) plane.
The crystal and magnetic structure refinements were performed with the program Fullprof For the absorption correction (Gaussian integration), we used the absorption coefficient µ = 0.12 cm −1 . No secondary extinction correction has been applied. filters were used at both E2 and E4 instruments imply residual higher-order wavelength contamination at a level of less than 10 −4 .
In addition, the small-angle neutron scattering measurements were carried out with instrument V4 at HZB that possess a large position-sensitive detector movable at the distance between 1 and 16 m from the sample. The V4, where we have also applied the magnetic field along the basal plane of the crystal, has been used in a configuration that covered 0.04 nm −1 < Q < 1.3 nm −1 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Magnetization and Susceptibility 
where, C represents the Curie constant and θ p the paramagnetic Curie temperature. Figure 4(b) shows the ac susceptibilities as a function of applied magnetic fields for various constant temperatures that range from 5 K to 80 K. At T = 80 K, the ac susceptibility exhibits a line-shaped curve with low amplitude. At T = 25 K; a peak can be seen close to the upper phase boundary of the antiferromagnet state as also seen in Fig. 2(a) . At even lower temperature near T=20 K, an increase in ac susceptibility peak amplitude is clearly noticed for applied low fields 0.5 T < H < 2.5 T. This modified ac susceptibility magnitude is also accompanied by a systematic enhancement in the peak field, which would correspond to the boundary of incommensurate phase in this region.
Reapeating the field dependence of ac susceptibilities at various temepratures across incommensurate phase result a χ(H,T) curve as illustarted in Figure 4 were recorded at 23 K in zero field, as depicted in Fig. 6(b) . The FWHM for (0 0 3/2) reflection is larger than the corresponding nuclear reflection (0 0 3). The shape is similar to the nuclear reflection suggesting that magnetic ordering takes place in the whole volume of the sample, without any influence of crystal mosaicity. 
where, b denotes the background intensity, I 0 represents the intensity at 0 K, and β is the critical parameter related to dimensionality of the system. The best fit to this empirical formula, which is valid in the critical region near the magnetic phase transition, leads to a good description of the data above 40 K. The magnetic phase transition occurs at T N = 44.5 is the rotational angle of the sample and υ is the deviation angle from the scattering plane.
As it is evident, the original magnetic Bragg reflection splits into six reflections indexed by three propagation vectors q 1 = (q h q h 3/2), q 2 = (-q h 2q h 3/2), and q 3 = (-2q h q h 3/2) (and associated opposite vectors). Using the UB matrix refined from very few nuclear Bragg reflections and positions of the maxima, it follows that q h = 0.027 (1) The projection of Fig. 7(a) on the rotational axis, ω is shown in Fig. 7(b) , suggesting that these six reflections have inhomogeneous intensity distributions. The existence of six magnetic propagation vectors at low temperatures raises question whether one deals with a homogeneous state where the Ni magnetic moments are modulated in the whole volume of the sample by all the propagation vectors or whether one deals with spatially disjoint domains, each having one propagation vector. However, from the fact that, for instance, the reflection described by the propagation vector q 3 is by about 50 % more intense than the −q 2 reflection (see Fig. 7(a) ), the former scenario can be ruled out. This confirms that the magnetic structure consists of volume-separated domains. Symmetry analysis for both types of propagation vectors (commensurate and incommensurate) leads to conclusion that Ni magnetic moments are oriented either along the c-axis or perpendicular to it. The fact that we do observe intensities at (0 0 3/2) position, which suggests that the moments are not along the trigonal axis and are oriented within the plane.
However, due to high symmetry of the crystal structure, it is not possible to determine the direction of these moments within the (a-b) basal plane.
The best fit to data shown in Fig. 5(b) , i.e., data taken in zero fields at 25 K, leads to Ni moment magnitude of 2.8 (2) µ B . This value is somewhat larger with respect to the literature data 21, 22 . The feasible magnetic structures are shown in Fig. 9 . It is noteworthy here that this is one of the several possible magnetic structures that agree equally with the data. The difference between solution shown in Fig. 9(a and b) is that Ni moments are collinear in Fig. 9 (a) and smaller than in Fig. 9(b) . The best fit to data taken at 2 K, 0 T as shown in Fig with respect to each other about α = 9.5
• as one moves within the plane along a-axis as illustrated in Fig. 9(c) . This solution is in good agreement with the literature data [21] [22] [23] .
The population of six magnetic domains is about 18%:10%:22%:13%:19%:18%.
In this section, we would elaborate in more detail about the spin-flop mechanism across the incommensurate phase that is induced in the presence of an external magnetic field (H ≥ 4 T) applied within the (a-b) plane. The high temperature magnetic phase is retained, which suggests that only the magnetic reflections indexable with q c = (0 0 3/2) are present (see Fig. 5 
. This is also shown in Fig. 10(c) , which shows the field dependence of the intensity projected on ω-axis with increasing field. Merely the intensities of AF reflections are reduced with respect to the zero field value, pointing to a smaller staggered magnetic moment of 2.5 (2) µ B . No significant ferromagnetic component could be resolved.
In Fig. 10(b) , the temperature dependence of the intensity around (0 0 3/2) position is measured with increasing temperature in a field of 2 T applied within the (a-b) plane. As can be seen, the lower transition shifts with respect to zero fields toward lower temperatures while the upper transition stays approximately unchanged that in well agreement with magnetization data. As the field increases at 2 K above the critical field of about 3 T, only the magnetic reflections indexable with q c = (0 0 3/2) are present. In Fig. 10(c Elevated temperature forces the system across boundary from incommensurate to commensurate phase. The interplay between competing interactions lead to amplitude-modulated magnetic structures with a periodicities that do not match the periodicity of crystal lattice [31] [32] [33] [34] .
Here, it is noteworthy to mention that one of our motivations to undertake the study was to identify whether NiBr 2 is hosting skyrmions. We have used the SANS method with field applied within the basal plane, similar to studies performed on MnSi 6 . We have surveyed a large range of fields up to 4 T and temperatures, focusing mainly around magnetic phase transition lines as shown in Fig. 11 . Within the given coverage range we did not find any signatures of skyrmions.
D. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, by measuring the magnetic properties and neutron diffraction of model spin triangular system of NiBr 2 , we demonstrated that the variation of uniform exchange, saturated magnetic moment, and helical wave vector systematically as a function of the temperature and applied magnetic field. The changes we measure in the magnetic properties are dominated by the variation of anisotropy and exchange interactions. These observations are supported by the models as predicted by Rastelli et al. 14 , after simplified assumption of mutual competition in neighboring exchange interactions. Despite this, we demonstrated a magnetic field-induced phase transition across the incommensurate phase, which entirely transform the low-temperature incommensurate phase into the high temperature commensurate spin structure. This behavior of incommensurate phase is purely governed by spin-flop transition. On the methodological side, our work demonstrates that combining state-of-theart neutron scattering experiments with magnetization measurements, we were enable to extract definitive microscopic information from the spin triangular system of NiBr 2 . These findings accelerate the search for exotic quantum states in helimagnetic systems through the screening of many related materials having direct technological implications. As a conclusion, one may foresee that the accurate understanding the role of neighboring exchange interactions in the triangular spin systems paves the way to exploratory research on fieldinduced phase transitions where the choice of spin helix and topological magnetic texture will be a tool to improve the performances. 
